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HANDBOOK TO THE SITE INVENTORY RECORD
By
The Staff of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
and members of the Council of South Carolina
Professional Archeologists
The current reV1S10n of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
Site Inventory Record represents a major change from previous versions.
With the increasing importance in archeological research on documentation
of cultural resources, new data recording procedures are required.
First, site information must conform to standards set by federal regulation
in order to facilitate the accurate assessment of significance. Second,
the past ten years of research within South Carolina has resulted in an
awareness of certain critical factors which affect the location of
sites. Third, over the past years the recording of archeological data
has been somewhat uneven due to a relative lack of specificity in the
recording form. Finally, when examined in aggregate, the level of data
recording at archeological sites has been less than optimal. For this
reason, the staff of the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology and
members of the Council of South Carolina Professional Archeologists have
coordinated their efforts to prepare the current Site Inventory Record
and the appended Handbook to the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology
Site Inventory Record. These two documents have undergone the consideration
and review of all archeological professionals working in South Carolina
and therefore represents a composite of what may be considered 'state of
the art' data recording categories.
Prior to a brief discussion of the Record and Handbook, a few
comments must be made regarding the theoretical value of these tools. As
in all scientific disciplines, the measurement of phenomena and recording
of data are essential. In the case of archeological survey data, measurement
and recording can be relatively inconsistent between investigators due
to different research perspectives. However, when dealing with nonrenewable archeological resources, the archeologist has a professional
obligation to record certain information for future researchers which
may not be directly related to his/her interests. For this reason, the
information requested in the Site Inventory Record may seem excessive;
but bear in mind that the goals of archeology have changed dramatically
and will no doubt change in the future. We have attempted in designing
this recording tool and handbook to standardize a common set of archeological
observations which have the potential to yield useful information in the
present and future •
. The Site Inventory Record differs from previous versions primarily
in its specificity. The focus of the Record is upon the recording of
comparable information during the survey phase of research. The value
of comparability cannot be overemphasized because it is only .· throug!J.
the collection and recording of comparable information that regional
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research can be accomplished. Consistency in the data recording will
allow for the accurate comparison of archeological sites and insure the
utility of the State's site inventory system. The long term benefit of
this recording strategy is the preservation of archeological information.
The Site Inventory Record and the Handbook to the Site Inventory
Record are intended to be used together. The Handbook provides the
specific instructions and descriptions needed to complete the Record. In
all cases, use the terms and types defined in the Handbook. If there is
additional information to be recorded which is not covered in the Record,
it should be provided on a continuation form. Please become familiar
with both documents and use them whenever a site is recorded.
Glen T. Hanson
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STATE
A.

INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
SITE INVENTORY RECORD

-------------------------

COUNTY ___________________

SITE NUMBER

-----------

GENERAL INFORMATION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Site Name ___________________________ Project ___________________________________
Map Reference __________________________________________~~~~~~--~~~-----USGS Quadrangle _______________________________________ Scale 7.5' or 15'
U.T.M: Zone __________ Easting ___________________ Northing _____________________
Site Type _____________________________________________________________________

6.

Cultural affiliation

7.

Property owner, address and telephone ____________________________________________

8.

Tenant, address and telephone ____________________________________________________

9.
10.

Accessibility for scientific purpose _____________________________________________
Informant(s), address and telephone ______________________________________________

11.

Previous site designation(s)

-------------------------------------------------------------

B. ENVIRONMENT AND LOCATION
1. General physiographic province ___________________________________________________
2.

Landform location and topographic setting

3.
4.
5.

On-site soil type ________________________________________________________________
Soil drainage
Slope and dire-c~t~i-o-n---------------------------------------------------------------

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Major river system ~------------------------------------------------------------Nearest permanent water source ____________~----~------------------------------Distance to nearest permanent water source (meters)
Elevation
Relative elevation
Current vegetation

11.

General description of the site setting _________________________________________

------------------------------------

-----------------

--------------------~----------------------------------

C. UNDERWATER SITES ONLY
1. Water conditions: Fresh
Salt
Brackish ________ Tannin ______
Muddy
Tidal
Current _________
2. Underwater visibility ____________________~--~~~----------------------------3. Water depth
Site depth ___________________________
4.
5.

Bottom conditions ____________~------------------------------------------------Location of site in the body of water ___________________________________________
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SITE NUMBER
D.

-----------

ARCHEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION

1.

General site description ________________________________________

2.
3.

Site size
Nature of --~~~~~~--~~-----------------------------------------archeological deposition

4.

Site depth _________________________________________________________________

5.

-----------------------------------------

7.

Midden
~~---------------------------------------------------------Faunal ______
preservation
_________________________________________________
Floral preservation ___________________________________________________

8.
9.

Human remains ____~------~--~--~-------------------------------------------___
Cultural features (type and number)

10.

Charcoal preservation _______________________________________________________-

6.

E. DATA RECOVERY METHODS
1-25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100% _ _

1.
2.

Ground surface visibility: 0%
Description of ground cover

3.
4.

Time spent collecting
Number of people collecting --------------Description of surface collecting methods ___________________________________

5.

Type and extent of testing and/or excavation ____________________________________-

F.

ARCHEOLOGICAL COMPONENTS
Paleo-Indian ____________
Early Archaic __________
Middle Archaic __________
Late Archaic ____________
Early Woodland __________
Middle Woodland _________

Late Woodland
--------Mississippian ~_______
Late prehistoric ______
Unknown prehistoric
Ceramic prehistoric
16th century ---------4

17th century
18th century ----------19th century
20th century
Unknown historic -----------.......

---------------..
------------------------------

SITE NUMBER ______________
G.
1.

PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT COLLECTION SUMMARY (provide numbers of each type)
Hafted Bifaces:
Clovis
Suwannee

-------------------

Kirk Stemmed
Stanly

Dalton __~================ Morrow Mountain
Hardaway _________________ Guilford __________________
Palmer
Savannah River
Taylor ________~--~----- Otarre
Kirk Corner Notched _________ Gary __________________
Others

-------------------

Yadkin/Badin
Swannanoa

---------------------

Thelma
-------------------Woodland stemmed _____________
Small triangular
Small pentagonal ____________

----------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.

Ceramic surface treatment:
Check stamped _____________ Burnished _____________________
Plain
Fabric impressed
Applique ______________________
Punctate
Cordmarked
Incised
Linear punctate
--------Simple stamped __________ Rectilinear Compo Stp.
Linear check stamped
Curvilinear Compo St.
Others ______________________________________________________________________________

------------------------------------

-----------------------

3.

Ceramic Temper Types Present:
Fiber
Sand ______________________ Grit
Sherd
Shell
Limestone _____________________
'Temperless'
Others:

4.

Assemblage Description:
Biface thinning flakes _________ Hafted Bifaces
Bone tools .________________
Other. flakes
Ground stone ____________ Shell artifacts __________
Chunks
Pecked stone
Faunal remains
Cores
Hammerstones
Floral remains
Utilized flakes
Worked steatite
Shell remains
------------Unifaces
Fire cracked rock
-----Other bifaces
Total lithics __________
Others ______________________________________________________________________________

5.

Lithic Raw Materials:
Coastal Plain Chert __________________________
Black & Blue Chert __________________________
Quartz _______________________________________
Ortho-Quartzite ______________________________
Schist _______________________________________

•

Argillite __________________________
Tuff
~-------------------------Rhyolite
__________________________
Steatite ______~-------------------Ferruginous sandstone

---------------

Unidentified Meta-Volcanic
Others ____________________________________________________________________________

------------------

Unknown (describe)
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SITE NUMBER
H.
1.

HISTORIC ARTIFACT COLLECTION SUMMARY (provide

number~

---

of each type)

Ceramic~:
Earthware~

Lead glazed
---------------Lead glazed slipware _ __
Delft
Other --------------------Earthenwares

Other tin glazed
- - - Whiteware
Creamware
--------------- Iberian storage jars
Pearlware

-----------------

---------------

------------------------------------------------------------

Salt Glazed Stonewares
Brown
Blue gray _______________
Molded white
----------Scratch blue ----------

------------------

Other Stonewares
Unglazed red
Unglazed black
-----Feldspathic glazed _ _
Alkaline glazed

Ironstone

-----

Other Stonewares
Miscellaneous
Porcelain decorated
Porcelain undecorated
---------------Colono ware
Unknown historic __________________

Other

--------------------------

------------------------

2.

Other Artifacts:
Bricks
Nails ---------------Clay pipes _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gun parts
Buckles

-----------------

Other historic artifacts

I.

Bottle glass:
Bottle glass (cont.)
Molded dark ______________
Unknown dark ________
Molded light
Unknown light _____•
Unmolded dark
Modern
--------------Unmolded light
Window glass
-------Milk glass __________~

---------------------------------------------------------

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

2.
3.

National register of historic places status:
On NRHP
Eligible
Possibly eligible _ _ _ _ Not eligible _ _ __
Level of significance: National
State
Local ~_______________
If NRHP status is uncertain, what information is needed to complete assessment?

4.

If site is considered eligible for nomination, why?

5.

If site is not considered eligible, why?

1.

'L
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SITE NUMBER - - 6.

Status of the site relative to potential impacts or threats

7.

Possible mitigation alternatives, if site is eligible and threatened

8.

Present land use and erosion

9.

Present condition and integrity of site _______________________________________

----------------------

-------------------------------------------------

10.

Recommendations for further work

11.

References and historic documentation

12.

Location of existing collection(s) (specify all known collections):

13.

I.A.A. catalog numbers assigned _______________________________________________

14.
15.

Photographs ~--------------------------------------------------------------Special samples

J.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------

GENERAL REMARKS

RECORDED BY _________________________________
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DATE

---------------------

SITE NUMBER

---

SITE MAP

The following information should be provided on the site map: site boundaries,
nearby topographic features, associated streams, modern cultural features,
different land use types in site area, collection loci, test excavation loci,
archeological features and means of access.
MAP KEY

•
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A.

GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Site Name: If a site has been assigned a name by previous
investigators, or if you wish to assign the site a name, record it
in this space.
Project: Record the specific project name in this space. If the
project is sponsored by a contract or grant, please note the sponsor.
2. Map Reference: In addition to the USGS map reference which
follows, any additional map references should be noted under this
heading. These are especially useful for historic sites (e.g.
Mill's Atlas and the DeBrahm Map).
3. USGS Quadrangle: Provide the specific name of the USGS
quad sheet on which the site is located. If quad maps are not
available in the field this information can be completed in the
lab.
Year: Provide the year in which the quad sheet was published.
This information ~s supplied in either the lower right or lower
left corner of the map.
Scale: This item refers to the scale of the USGS quadrangle
map and can be found in the upper right corner of the map. As
a large portion of S.c. is still mapped only on 15' quads, this
designation is important in determining the proper location
of the site. Simply circle the appropriate scale.
4. U.T.M.: Universal Transverse Mercator grid coordinates are a
military grid reference system. For convenience and accuracy,
the earth's surface is divided by east-west and north-south
lines into large, rectangular areas, each of which is given a
unique designation referred to as the Grid Zone. Locational
references within the Grid Zone are given in meters east and
meters north from the southwest corner of the zone. Thus, U.T.M.
always is read from left to right and from south to north. The
advantage of this location system is that it provides exact
reference to a site's situation whereas other systems are only
approximations. On a specific USGS quadrangle the U.T.M. figures
are printed along each margin in black with associated blue
marginal ticks. The distance between each blue tick is 1,000
meters. Since the alignment of the U.T.M. grid does not conform
exactly to the orientation of the quadrangle .sheets, it is important
that the map margins are not used in locating the U.T.M. coordinates.
Instead, connect the equivalent blue ticks nearest the site's
location on the north-south and east-west axis so that the two
lines cross southwest of the site. Then determine where east-west
and north-south lines drawn through the site meet the U.T.M.
lines. To determine the Easting figure, add the appropriate meters
to the three digit marginal reference number, and to determine
the Northing figure, add the appropriate meters to the four digit
marginal reference number. Thus a complete U.T.M. reference
would consist of the following:
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U.T.M.: Zone

17

Easting

544750

Northing

3578600.

This location corresponds to the location of an imaginary site between
Story River and Harbor River in the northeast corner of the St. Phillips
Island Quadrangle, SC (7.7') (Fig. 1).

ST. PHILLIPS ISLAND QUADRANGLE
SOUTH CAROLINA-BEAUFORT CO.
7.5 MINUTE SERIES (TOPOGRAPHIC)
SE/4 FORT FREMONT 15' QUADRANGLE

2150000 FEET

80° 30'
32°22'30"

.l
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Figure 1:

U.T.M. Example.
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5. Site Type: This item refers to a general description of the
archeological site in terms of the surface and subsurface remains.
Be sure to provide adequate information concerning the nature of
the site (e.g. mound, village, shell midden, etc.).

6. Cultural Affiliation: In this space please record the chronological
and/or cultural affiliation of the site (e.g. 18th century Cherokee,
Late Archaic, and 17th century European). More specific information
will be requested in later sections of the form.
7. Property Owner: Please record the complete name, address and
telephone number of the landowner in this space. This information
is very important in obtaining future permission to investigate a
site, or in nominating it to the National Register of Historic Places.
8. Tenant: Please record the complete name, address and telephone
number of any tenants using the property. Since these individuals
often control immediate access to the site, be sure this information
is recorded for future reference.
9. Accessibility for Scientific Purposes: Note in this space whether
or not the landowner and/or tenant will permit future scientific
work at the site.

10. Informant(s): Please record the names, addresses and telephone
numbers of all individuals other than the owner and tenant who have
provided information about the site.
11. Previous site designation(s): Record any other site numbers or names
assigned to the site by other institutions or collectors and provide
a reference to the numbering system.
B.

ENVIRONMENT AND LOCATION
1. General Physiographic Province: Information concerning the
general location of the site is requested in this section. These
are most readily interpreted using the standard geological divisions
within South Carolina. These are defined below in conjunction with
a general map indicating the provinces (Fig. 2). Simply indicate
which province the site is in.
a. Lower Coastal Plain: The Lower eoasta1 Plain expresses a
surface that is dominantly one of primary topography. Effects
of fluvial and eolian erosion subsequent to original emplacement
are most apparent landward, where larger landforms such
as barrier island chains and marsh surfaces can be noted, and
least apparent seaward, where individual storm beach ridges
are present. Six terraces have been recognized on the Lower
Coastal Plain: the Wicomico (100 ft.), the Penho1oway (70
ft.), the Talbot (40 ft.), the Pam1ico (25 ft.). the Princess
Anne (17 ft.), and the Silver Bluff (8 ft.) (Colquhoun 1969:

4).
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e Spartanburg

eAnderson

•

Figure 2: Provincial map of South Carolina.

b. Middle Coastal Plain: The Middle Coastal Plain surface is one
in which fluvial and eolian erosion has proceeded to the point
that primary topography is confusing. Relicit surfaces which
regionally depict alluvial fan or deltaic shaped landforms can
be visualized in examining the topography; but minor landforms
cannot be seen with certainty. At least four terraces lying in
belts roughly paralleling the Atlantic Ocean can be noted: the
Hazelhurst (250 ft.), the Coharie (215 ft.), the Sunderland (170
ft.) and the Okefenokee (140 ft.) (Colquhoun 1969: 3-4).
c. Upper Coastal Plain: The Upper Coastal Plain lies between
approximately 550 feet maximum where it overlies the Piedmont at
the Fall Line and approximately 250 feet minimum elevation seaward
at the Orangeburg Scarp where it lies in contact with the middle
Coastal Plain. Middle and Lower Coastal Plain Terraces intrude
into the Upper Coastal Plain along major river valleys.
12
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d. Piedmont: The Piedmont is a sub-maturely dissected plateau
lying between the Blue Ridge Mountains to the west and the
Upper Coastal Plain on the east. Elevations range from 200
feet in river valleys near the Upper Coastal Plain to 700-1500
feet near the Blue Ridge. Although lower and upper designations
can be made on the basis of elevation, it is best to consider
the Piedmont as a single unit consisting of broad interf1uves
and large river valleys draining the Blue Ridge Mountains
(Trimble 1974).
e. Blue Ridge Mountains: The Blue Ridge Province in South
Carolina lies on the western extreme of the Piedmont and
ranges in elevation from 1500 to over 3000 feet. The province
is characterized by steep mountainous terrain dissected by
deeply entrenched valleys. Relief in this province is extreme.
2. Landform Location and Topographic Setting: The discrimination of
specific on-site landform and topographic information is necessary
for understanding intra- and inter-regional variability in settlement
distributions. For this reason a set of regionally
useful classes is presented below which is aimed at clarifying
the archeological lexicon relating to location. The classification
of site locations is divided in a taxonomic scheme based on
General Physiographic Provinces. Within each province landforms
are presented which occur most commonly. The specific 1andformtopographic classes are not intended to be comprehensive, but
rather are considered to represent the majority of the variability.
If a specific site setting does not conform to a certain class,
then indicate using a verbal description of the nature of the setting.

..

Lower Coastal Plain
a. Barrier Island
1. Dune ridges
2. Isolated dunes
3. Interior plain
4. Pond edge
5. Interior marsh edge

ATLANTIC OCEAN

Figure 3:

"
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Lower Coastal Plain

b. Salt Marsh
1. Marsh plain
2. Marsh islands

Figure 4:

Salt Marsh

c. Interior-Riverine
1. Island
2. F1oodp1ain/Bottom1and/
River Swamp
3. River terraces

Figure 5:

d.

Interior-Inter-Riverine
Plains
2. Ridges
3. Hills
4. Backswamps

Inter~or-Riverine

1.

1)0

-

... -

--

....... ~- ........
..... -

--

Figure 6:
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•
Interior-Inter-Riverine

Middle and Upper Coastal Plain
a. Riverine
1. Island
2. River levee
3. Floodplain/
Bottomland/
River Swamp
4. Meander scars (in
modern floodplains)
5. River terraces
6. Backswamp
7. Carolina Bay edges

Figure 7: Riverine

•

b.

Inter-Riverine
Ridge top
2. Ridge side slope
3. Ridge nose
4. Ridge saddle
5. Carolina Bay edge

1.

•
Figure 8;
15

Inter-Riverine

-Piedmon
1 t Floo dp lain/Bot t 0 mland/
. River Swamp
2.
3.
4.
5
6.•
7.

Ridge t~~e slope
Ridge s
Hollow
Saddle
Ridge nose
Island

Figure 9:

Blue Ridge Mount~ins;
in top/
- - -1
Mounta
)
• (isolated
in slope
2. Mountain ridge top
3. Mounta
ridge slope
i
4. Mountain ridge nose d
n
d lain an
5. Mounta
Stream floo p
1

6.
7.

1

cove
ridge sadd e
Mountain

Figure 10:
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Blue Ridge Mountains

•

3. Site soil type: Soil names (e.g. Norfolk fine loamy sand)
used by scientists and/or field observations (e.g. sandy, clay,
gravel, etc.) should be included. Soil survey data (soil names,
descriptions, and maps), by county, may be obtained from the soil
conservation service.
4. Soil Drainage: Use standard terms, i.e. poorly drained,
somewhat poorly drained, somewhat to moderately well drained,
moderately well drained, moderate to well drained, well drained,
and excessively well drained.
5. Slope and Direction: % and direction of slope at site location
(e.g. site slopes 5% to the south).
6. Major River System: The river system draining the area in
which the site is located should be named, e.g. Santee River.
7. Nearest Permanent water source: This is a field observation
and should include Atlantic Ocean, marsh-estuary, river, upland
draining stream, tidal creek, springs, etc., and their names if
determinable.
8. Distance to nearest permanent water source, in meters:
is self explanatory.

This

9. Elevation-(A.M.S.L.): Elevation above Mean Sea Level as
indicated on topographic map (e.g. above Santee River). Relative
elevation: Above nearest permanent drainage
10. Current vegetation:

Species present and approximate proportions

11. General description of the site setting: This should include
a general discussion of water sources, (e.g. types, distances,
sizes, depths, permanent-intermittent, associated flora and fauna,
etc.), off-site vegetation, surrounding landforms, etc.
C.

UNDERWATER SITES
1. Water conditions, should be self-explanatory. More than one
condition can be noted. Current should be estimated in knots.
2. Underwater visibility, should be expressed in a range in inches
and feet, such as 6" to 2'.
3. Water depth/site depth. A site might be on an underwater slope
at a depth of IS', but nearby the river bottom might be at 25' depth,
therefore, these depths can, but need not be different.
4. Bottom conditions refer to marl, mud, sand, gravel and other
bottom cover, and such things as trees, logs, trenches, etc.
5. Location of site in the body of water refers to where the site is
within the river or other body of water, such as, north or south
bank, center of river, near shore, etc.
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D. ARCHEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
1. General Site Description: Use a concise, narrative, summary
description of the site. This, in effect, is a sort of abstract of
the site information.
2. Site Size: Give dimension of length and width.
approximate hectares or acres if applicable.

Also give

3. Nature of Archeological Deposition: Indicate if the site is
exposed on the surface, covered with slope wash, eroded by gully or
other cutting, buried by alluvium, deflated by wind erosion, etc.
4. Site Depth: Indicate the depth of cultural deposits and depth
of overburden (if any) on top of the cultural deposits. A test
hole or other profile will be necessary to determine the site
depth.
5. Midden: Check for the presence or absence of midden and the
kind (e.g. shell midden, garbage, ceramic, lithic, food refuse).
6. Faunal Preservation: Indicate the condition of any bone found
as good, fair or poor and suggest reason (e.g. acid soil, shell
deposit).
7. Floral Preservation: Indicate the condition of any preserved
vegetal remains within the cultural deposit as good, fair or poor.
8. Human Remains: Indicate if burials or other human bones were
found and, if so, how many and where.
9. Cultural Features: Identify pits, hearths, depressions, postmolds,
ditches, standing structures, mounds, etc. Specify type and number.
10. Charcoal Preservation: Indicate the condition and amount
(flecks, chunks, etc.) identifiable within the cultural features.
E. DATA RECOVERY METHODS
1-3. These are self explanatory and are intended primarily as a
means of evaluating the comparability of various data sets.
4. This is also intended for evaluating the comparability of various
data sets. To do so, it is essential that the collection methods
be described. These should include: sampling strategy employed
(e.g. systematic non-random, stratified random); the type of
collection units (e.g. general surface, transects, quadrats, sample
circles, etc.); the number of collection units; the size(s) of
collection units; material collected/ not collected; and location
of collection units (these should be indicated on the accompanying
site map).
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5. This should be recorded in the event that subsurface testing or
excavation is conducted. Again, for evaluations of comparability,
the following should be recorded: sampling strategy employed
(e.g. systematic non-r"andom, stratified random, etc.); number
of excavation/test units; size(s) of units; how excavated
(arbitrary or natural levels-level depths should be specified and
profile drawings provided); method of recovery (screened
or not screened--if screened, mesh size should be specified);
material collected/not collected; and location of units
(these should be indicated on accompanying site map).
F. ARCHEOLOGICAL COMPONENTS
Indicate the presence of each recognizable archeological component
by checking the appropriate categories provided on the form.
Indicate the major occupation by the word "major" and minor occupations
by the word "minor".
G.

PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT COLLECTION SUMMARY
Introduction
This section of the Record requires that specific counts of
all recognizable artifacts recovered at the site be recorded. The
intent of this approach is to standardize the recording of assemblage
information in a quantitative format. The resultant data will
allow for preliminary comparisons of assemblages.
Five general categories of prehistoric material remains are
considered in the recording: hafted bifaces, ceramic surface
treatment, ceramic temper, general assemblage description and
lithic raw material. What follows are discussions of each category
with classification aids.

1.

Hafted Bifaces
Clovis
Description: A medium to large, thin, well-made lanceolate
biface. It is normally thinned from the base by two
"flutes" or channel flakes on either face. The base and
lateral edges are usually ground smooth from the base to the
mid-section. Manufacture was by pressure flaking. Resulting
flake scars are parallel-oblique across the blade (Fig. llA).
Size Length: 5D-14Omm Width: 20-35mm. (Ritchie 1961: 21)
Temporal Occurrence: Paleo-Indian
Suwannee
Description: " ••• usually large and fairly heavy, lanceolate
shaped, slightly waisted point with concave base, basal ears,
and basal grinding of bottom and waisted parts of sides"
(Bullen 1975: 55). These bifaces sometimes demonstrate
basal thinning giving the appearance of "fluting." Manufacture was by percussion with pressure retouch along edges.
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Resulting flake scars are random, flat, fairly shallow flakes
with fine pressure flakes along edge (Fig. lIB).
Size Length: 75-l20mm Width: 27-35mm (Bullen 1975: 55)
Temporal Occurrence: Paleo-Indian
Dalton
Description: Coe describes these bifaces as " ••• broad, thin
blade(s) with deeply concave bases and shallow side-notches.
Bases and side notches are ground ••• " (Coe 1964: 64).
Manufacture seems to be by direct percussion resulting in
" ••• broad, shallow flakes that extended well into the center
of the blade ••• " (Coe 1964: 64) with some pressure flaked
edge retouch present (Fig. llC).
Size Length: 50-8Omm Width: 30-4Omm (Coe 1964: 64)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Paleo-Indian through Early Archaic
Hardaway Side-notched
Description: These bifaces are described as being " •••
a small, broad, thin blade with narrow side-notches and a
recurved, concave base" (Coe 1964: 67). The base is
usually ground smooth and is " •• thinned by broad, shallow
flakes that frequently extended a third of the distance down
their face" (Coe 1964: 67), often resembling "flutes."
Manufacture was by percussion leaving broad, shallow flake
scars (Fig. lID).
Size Length: 28-5Omm Width: 23-35mm (Coe 1965: 67)
Temporal Occurrence: Early Archaic
Palmer:
Description: A roughly triangular, thin, finely made biface
with well defined corner-notches. The base is usually
heavily ground and is straight to slightly concave. Basal
auricles or "ears" are typically rounded. Manufacture
seems to have been by pressure flaking, the result being
long, narrow flakes " ••• overlapped toward the center
of the blade ••• " (Coe 1964: 67) (Fig. lIE).
Size Length 28-6Omm Width: l5-25mm (Coe 1964: 67)
Temporal Occurrence: Early Archaic
Taylor:
Description: A roughly triangular biface with well defined
side notches. The base and notches are heavily ground. The
base is usually slightly concave with squared auricles or
"ears." The blade is straight, beveled on alternate edges
and is frequently serrated. Manufacture was by percussion
flaking with pressure finishing. Flaking appears to be random
(Fig. llF).
Size Length: 30-5Omm Width: 19-25mm
Temporal Occurrence: Early Archaic
Kirk Corner-notched:
Description: A roughly triangular, medium-sized biface with
well defined corner-notches and a large blade. The notches
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are often deep enough to form distinct barbs at the shoulders .
The blade edges are finely serrated. Manufacture of the
biface was by percussion flaking leaving " ••• broad, shallow
percussion flakes. The edges were shaped by pressure flaking"
(Fig. llG) (Coe 1964: 70).
Size Length: 40-l00mm Width: 20- 45mm (Coe 1964: 70)
Temporal Occurrence: Early Archaic (Post Palmer)
Kirk Stemmed/Serrated
Description: Long, narrow "dagger-like" (Coe 1964: 70)
·bifaces with broad, sometimes slightly expanding stems and
serrated blade edges. The stems are "created" by deep cornernotching. Bases can sometimes appear crude or unfinished.
Method of manufacture was roughly the same as the Kirk cornernotched (Coe 1964) (Fig. l1H).
Size Length: 70-l50mm Width: 30-5Omm (Coe 1964: 70)
Temporal Occurrence: Early to Hiddle Archaic

•

Stanly
Description: A medium sized stemmed biface with a broad
triangular blade expanded or flared slightly toward the stem
giving it a "Christmas Tree" appearance. The stem is squared
and the base demonstrates a "shallow notch" (Coe 1964: 35).
Some Stanly bifaces have serrated blade edges. Manufacture
was by both percussion and pressure resulting in large,
shallow, random flakes with smaller (fine) edge retouch (Fig. Ill) •
Size Length 40-8Omm Width: 25-45mm (Coe 1964: 35)
Temporal Occurrence: Middle Archaic
Morrow Mountain (I and II)
Description: Coe describes the Morrow Mountain I as a
" ••. small triangular blade with a short, pointed stem."
(Coe 1964: 37). Roughly, it is a broad biface with a
"contracting" rounded stem. Morrow Mountain II is described
as having " ••• a long, narrow blade with a long tapered stem"
(Coe 1964: 37). These also have rounded stems. Both are
relatively thick bifaces. Manufacture was by direct
percussion resulting in large random flakes being removed
and finished by " ••• secondary retouch and sharpening after
leaving parallel conchoidal flake scars along the edges" (Fig. llJ)
(Taylor and Smith, 1978: 256).
Size:
Length: 30-7Omm
Morrow Mountain I
Width:
22-45mm
Length: 30-8Omm
Morrow Mountain I I
Width:
l8-3Omm
Temporal Occurrence:

Middle Archaic

Guilford
Description: Long, slender, usually thick lanceolate
bifaces with either straight, convex or concave bases and
typically showing a distinct medial ridge. Method of
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manufacture was by hard hammer percussion commonly showing
even, " ••• parallel conchoidal flake scars which are usually
shallow and terminate near the middle of the biface ••• " (Fig. 11K)
(Taylor and Smith 1978: 261).
Size Length: 50-l20mm Width: 20-35mm (Coe 1964: 43)
Temporal Occurrence: Middle Archaic
Savannah River
Description: Large, broad bladed, stemmed biface. It is
fairly thin in relation to its overall size. Bases are
straight to concave. Manufacture was by percussion (possibly
soft hammer) flaking removing large, flat thinning flakes.
Flaking is random (Fig. IlL).
Size Length: 7Q-17Omm Width: 35-7Omm (Coe 1964: 44)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Archaic
Otarre
Description: The Otarre biface is a " ••• medium-sized triangular-bladed stemmed point" (Keel 1976: 194) resulting
from "Percussion chipping of a large flake. Edges of the stem
were often ground smooth. Flake scars were generally flat
and broad" (Fig. llM)(Keel, 1976: 194).
Size Length: 37-7Omm Width: 22-44mm (Keel, 1976: 194)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Archaic-Early Woodland (pre ceramic)
Gary
Description: The Gary is a medium sized, roughly triangular
bladed biface with small shoulders that " ••• flare out
widely almost at right angles ••• " (Suhm, Krieger, and Jelks
1954: 430). The stems are contracting and are pointed to
rounded at the base. These bifaces somewhat resemble Morrow
Mountain II bifaces yet occur later in time (Fig. lIN).
Size Length: 40-8Omm Width: 20-5Omm (Suhm, Krieger, Jelks 1954: 430)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Archaic-Early Woodland
Badin/Yadkin
Description: These are fairly large, triangular shaped
bifaces with straight to concave bases. Normally the Badin
type is fairly crude in appearance while the Yadkin is more
finely made. The Yadkin type bases are sometimes concave to
the extent of forming basal auricles or "ears." Both
are manufactured by direct percussion resulting in large,
random flakes. The Yadkin sometimes shows careful edge retouch
(Fig. 11,0,P).
Size
Yadkin
Length: 30-6Omm
Width:
20-4Omm
Badin
Length:
40-8Omm
Width:
25-4Omm
Temporal Occurrence: Yadkin is Early to Middle Woodland while
Badin is Early Woodland.
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Swannanoa
Description: fI • • • a small, thick, triangular-bladed point with
a relatively long stem" (Keel 1976: 196). Bases or stems
are often thick and poorly made, some still showing the
striking platform. Method of manufacture was by direct
percussion (Fig. llQ).
Size Length: 2l-43mm Width: 9.5-24mm (Keel 1976: 196)
Temporal Occurrence: Early Woodland.
Thelma
Description: " ••. small, stemmed, basically trianguloid shaped
blade" (South 1959: 151). The base/stem is usually
straight and fairly crudely made. The manufacturing technique,
according to South, is "Pressure flaking with some marks of
percussion showing occasionally" (Fig. llR) (South 1959: 151).
Size Length: 27-4lmm
Width: l6-2lmm (South,1959: 151)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Archaic-Early Woodland
Woodland stemmed
Include any other stemmed-type Woodland biface (Plott stemmed, etc.)
Small triangular (Caraway)
Description: Small, isosceles triangle shaped bifaces with
straight to concave bases (rarely convex). The method of
manufacture is normally " ••• random percussion and pressure
flaking, usually on a previously unmodified flake" (Fig. llS)
and Smith 1978: 142).
Size Length: 20-3Omm Width: lO-25mm (Coe 1964: 49)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Woodland-Historic
Small pentagonal (Pee Dee)
Description: These are small, thin, five-sided (pentagonal)
bifaces usually with straight, sometimes expanding sides and
straight to concave bases. Most appear to be well made by
" ••• fine pressure flaking on a thin primary flake" (Fig. llT)
1964: 49).
Size Length: 25-46mm Width: 20~3Omm (Coe 1964: 49)
Temporal Occurrence: Late Woodland
Other
Any biface not included in the above listing should be
included in this category.
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Figure 11:

Diagnostic hafted bifaces.
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2.

Ceramic Surface Treatment

The surface treatment of ceramic vessels and sherds can be one
of the more useful aids in deriving estimates of chronological
position for post-Late Archaic sites. Combined with temper type,
surface treatment should allow for an analysis of certain components.
The use of surface treatment and temper type on the site inventory
form rather than formal ceramic type names (e.g. Savannah Cordmarked,
Deptford Linear Check Stamp) is considered to be more useful in
comparative studies. The reason for this decision is that ceramic
type or ware variability throughout South Carolina is so great,
that a ' common comparative approach is necessary. Surface treatment
is a readily observable attribute of sherds which does not require
judgement regarding 'ceramic type'. Such basic information which
does not involve judgement will provide a better basis in intersite analysis. This approach to ceramics does not preclude analysis
at the ceramic type level, but instead focuses on certain attributes.
The following verbal descriptions are intended to augment the
illustrations provided in the accompanying graphic. Since the
majority of the surface treatment types range across a broad time
period, no chronological assignments are presented. For more
detailed examinations of the ceramics of a particular region of the
state, we recommend a review of the regional literature.
Plain: A plain surface treatment is recognized by a smoothed
texture across the entire vessel or sherds. The lack of any surface
texturing is the best criterion for assigning sherds to this class (Fig. lla).
Punctate: This class of surface treatment is best characterized
by the presence of indentations on the sherd surface. These indentations
or punctates ,can be made by various instruments including sticks,
shells, hollow reeds, and fingers. Spacing or patterning of punctations
may range from haphazard, irregular to carefully patterned designs (Fig. 12b).
Linear punctate: This class of surface treatment is really a
special case of punctate in which the indentations are patterned
along lines and where the instrument is never lifted from the clay
during the formation of a row. Another name for this treatment is
jab and drag (Fig. 12c).
Simple stamped: The formation of simple stamped treatment
results from the indentation of the vessel surface with a linear
object which leaves an even linear pattern. Examples of simple
stamping are dowel impressed and split stick impressed patterns.
The simple stamped patterns can be either parallel, converging or
crossed (Fig. 12d).
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Linear check stamped: This surface treatment class is represented
by sherds which exhibit a 'ladder-like' pattern. This pattern is formed
by either a carved paddle or the notched edge of a paddle. In either
case, the resultant pattern consists of somewhat regularly spaced rectilinear
indentations distributed in rows. (The illustration of this treatment,
Fig. 12c, shows a combination of alternating simple stamped and linear check
stamped treatments.)
2S
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Check stamped: Check stamping is formed by the impression of a
cross grooved paddle on the vessel walls. The resultant pattern is
represented by a relatively uniform checked surface. Individual
checked impressions may vary from diamond to square forms (Fig. l2F).
Cord marked: Cord marked ceramics are characterized generally by
the impression of various twisted cord elements into the vessel walls.
The cord impressions most regularly are patterned in linear or crossed
rows (Fig. l2G).
Fabric impressed: As implied by the name, this class of surface
treatment was formed by the impression of a loosely woven fabric
on the vessel. The pattern is a negative impression of the weft
elements of the fabric (Fig. l2H).
Rectilinear complicated stamped: This type of surface treatment
is recognized by complex angular patterns of impressions which were
formed by a carved paddle. Diamonds, rectangles, squares and other
geometric elements are most common (Fig. 121).
Curvilinear complicated stamped: This type is similar to the
rectilinear type in that a complex carved paddle is the source of "
the design. However, the patterns in this case have curved and circular
elements (Fig. l2J).
Incised: This surface treatment is formed by the carving or
incising of wet vessel walls prior to firing. The design or form of
these incisions can vary from parallel lines (illustrated) to
zoned patterns to curvilinear designs. Unlike the stamped treatments,
incising is apparent by the deep sharp lines often spaced irregularly
on the sherds or vessel surface (Fig. 12K).
Applique: This class of surface treatment was formed by the
application of either individual or linear clay pieces to the prepared
surface of a vessel. These pieces ot applique protrude from the vessel
walls and in cross section appear to be separate from the vessel
wall (Fig. 12M).
Burnished: This class of surface treatment resulted from the
polishing of the vessel walls with a hard object, usually a smooth
stone. The resultant surface shows polishing streaks which are
usually parallel (Fig. l2L).
3. Ceramic Temper Types
Fiber: Fiber tempering is usually restricted in time to the
Formative, or terminal Late Archaic Period. It is most easily recognized
by linear carbonized inclusions in sherd cross sections and on vessel
walls.
Sand: Sand tempering includes all ceramics which are tempered with
water rolled sandy material. The size of the sand grains can vary
from large to small.
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Figure 12:

L. BURNISHED

Ceramic surface treatments.

Grit: This tempering agent consists of crushed rock which is
best characterized by its angular surfaces.
Sherd: The use of crushed ceramic sherds as a tempering agent
is common in Wilmington Ware Group sherds. This temper can be recognized
by the presence of fairly large ceramic inclusions within the ceramic
paste.
Shell: The use of crushed shell, especially during the Mississippian,
was quite common in certain areas of South Carolina. It is characterized
by either small fragments of chalky shell in the ceramic paste or by
non-carbonized holes in the paste. The latter 'hole tempering' is
common in sherds from sites with very acidic soils.
Limestone: The presence of crushed limestone indicates this temper
type. A handy test to distinguish this special type of temper is to
apply a drop of mild HCL to the temper and look for a reaction.
Temperless: This type of temper is characterized by the general
absence of obvious tempering materials within the paste. It is most
common in coastal sites.
4.

Assemblage Description

Biface thinning flakes: These flakes are assumed to have been
removed during biface manufacture and resharpening. They are relatively
flat, have broad shallow flake scars on their dorsal surface
and tend to have thin or feather lateral margins. Platforms, if present,
tend to have a low angle and frequently are faceted or crushed (see
House and Ballenger 1976: 59-60).
Other flakes: A catchall category for any flake that cannot be
identified as to parent core form. At least some portion of the
flake release surface or ventral face must be present to identify the
item as a flake.
Chunks:
These are angular pieces of debitage of various sizes.
They are distinguishable from flakes by the lack of observable striking
platforms, dorsal and ventral faces and other characteristics of flakes.
They are distinguishable from cores by lack of scars of detached flakes.
Unifaces: Any flake or chunk with a steeply chipped edge exhibiting
flake scars 2mm or more in length. Endscrapers are a typical uniface
form but other unifacially created edge shapes include concavities,
denticulate edges, and straight edges.
Cores: Any mass of material that exhibits previous removal of
flakes. Core form should be noted if possible, e.g., "blade core,"
"bipolar core," disc core," "bifacial core," etc.
Utilized flakes: Any flake with unnatural modification of one
or more edge which displays nicking, shearing or other suspected
functional damage.
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Hafted bifaces: Any bifacially manufactured artifact with basal
modification for hafting, such as stemming, notching etc.
Biface blanks: A bifacially manufactured artifact that lacks
finished flaking on the margins as well as the faces.
Other bifaces: A bifacially manufactured artifact that possesses
the finished flaking of a hafted biface but was not prepared for stemming
or notching by flaking.
Ground stone: Any rock exhibiting grinding or polishing as a
means of shaping an implement (e.g., axes; celts, gouges).
Pecked stone: Any rock exhibiting areas of pecking or battering
other than on a convex surface (e.g., anvil stones, nutting stones).
Hammerstones:
a convex surface.

A rock or fragment of rock bearing battering on

Total lithic specimens:
both tools and debitage.
Total sherds:
Fauna:

The sum of all lithic materials counting

The sum of all sherds.

Presence of animal bone.

Bone tools:

The number of bone tools.

Shell remains:
Shell artifacts:

The presence of humanly deposited shell remains.
The number of modified shell artifacts.

Others: Any kind of artifact or object artificially introduced
into a site not specified above.
Firecracked rock: Rock that has been thermally fractured from
exposure to fire. Fracture surfaces are quite variable manifesting a
multifaceted set of fresh faces as oppose~ to clean flake breakages
from intentionally chipping. Cobble cortex when present is often dark
red from thermal alteration.
Worked steatite: Any piece of steatite with evidence of human
modification. Common examples include vessel sherds, ornaments and
"netsinkers."
Floral remains: Presence of botanical remains.
Lithic Raw Materi~l
Coastal plain chert: Sedimentary silicates found on the Coastal
Plain. Colors include white, yellow, tan, red, blue-red, blue-green,
honey, brown, opaque and translucent with mottling and fossils frequent.
The majority of this material is thought to be from the Flint River
Formation of western Allendale County, SC. Other chert formations
utilized aboriginally are known from Calhoun County which produces an

5.
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extremely fossiliferous chert known informally as "Buyck's Chert."
Owing to the high density of fossil inclusions ahd tendency to heavily
weather, this material is easily distinguished from the better grade
Allendale County chert. Another chert material is found in the lower
Santee River Valley and appears to have large pieces of shell in
the silicate matrix. This material and the "Buycks Chert" have much more
localized distributions. The multi-colored character of the
Allendale County chert has been demonstrated to be caused in some cases
from thermal alteration.
Black and blue chert: This is a general rubric for a variety
of flint-like materials. Colors included black, blue, gray and even
tan. Currently, two basic forms are suspected. It is a flint-like
material from the Ridge and Valley Province that is frequently translucent,
represented by black, blue, gray and tan colors. Temporally, the
greatest utilization occurs in the Mississippian and probably historic
periods and may be related to the Pisgah and Cherokee occupation of the
western Piedmont-Fall Line area of the State. A second variety is typically
opaque and has a dull greasy appearance. It tends to be black, gray and
blue-gray in color. Cortex when present in a tough pitted brown or
reddish-brown. This material may be volcanic and not sedimentary in
origin. Like the flint-like material suspected to be from the Ridge
and Valley and Province, this material occurs primarily in the
western Piedmont and Fall Line area of the State.
Quartz: Quartz is typically a bright white igneous rock
textures ranging from sugary to glassy. Some quartz may also
red, rust, or brown. Quartz is native to the Piedmont in the
of veins but may be on the Coastal Plain in the form of water
cobbles and pebbles.
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Ortho-quartzite: This is a grainy rock with megascopically visible sand
grains of quartz cemented by silicate. Textures can vary in coarseness
from fine sands to rather coarse large grai.ns. Degree of cementation
is also variable and may lead to disintegration or weathering away of
cement leaving crumbling grains. It appears naturally in the Coastal Plain,
particularly in Berkeley County.
Schist: It is a metamorphic rock that displays fine layers or
platy structures. It tends to be shiney micaceous gray or blue. It does
not flake well but was chipped in some instances. It is often abraded
and drilled or notched.
Unidentified meta-volcanic: It is a catchall category for
rocks suspected to be either metamorphic or igneous in origin.
Argillite: This is a metamorphic rock of indurated shale, claystone or
siltstone. Colors are buff, gray and green with the latter being very
common. Argillite has a characteristic platy structure or bedding
planes that cause material to fracture in sheets rather than
conchoidally.
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Tuff: This is a black, dark gray, and dark green igneous rock
which strongly resembles a chert because of the very fine grained structure.
Tuff can be difficult to distinguish from chert except that tuff tends to
be more grainy than chert and the former has no fossil inclusion.
Rhyolite: This is a volcanic rock with textures close to tuff at one
scale and quartzite at the other. Colors vary from light green, gray,
bluish gray, blackish-gray, and brown. It occurs as plain homogenous
colors or with flowing bands. All of the rhyolites tend to weather to
light buff, gray or brown. Phenocrysts may be present, hence prophyritic
rhyolite.
Steatite: This is a soft gray-silver rock that has a soapy feel
(Soapstone). It can be easily scratched. It is frequently used for stone
vessels and perforated objects called "netsinkers."
Ferruginous sandstone: It is sand cemented together by iron.
It is occasionally used for abraders, but more often used for hot rock
cooking. Some materials with greater quantities of iron are classified as
limonite and hematite.

.
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Others: This is any category that does not fit the above lithic
descriptions. Specify colors, textures, and suspected geological
origins etc .
H. HISTORIC ARTIFACT COLLECTION SUMMARY
1. Ceramics: The following section is a condensed listing of
ceramic types commonly found in association with historic sites. In
cases where a particular type is not listed, please enter the name and
quantity in the "other" categories.
Earthenwares
Lead glazed: This is a common non-vitreous ceramic in a wide
range of utilitarian shapes. It is glazed on one or both surfaces when used
to contain a liquid. The body ranges from red to buff in color and is
generally thick in form. Glaze is usually transparent, and often enhances
the color of the body.
Lead glazed slipware: This is an earthenware decorated on one
or both surfaces with a semi-liquid clay on which designs could
be applied. Contrasting colors of yellow and brown predominate. Various
forms are encountered, kitchenware being the most common. It is generally
associated with the 17th and 18th centuries. Slipwares are usually
thick in form.

Delft: Delft is a low fired earthenware colored with a white,
lead-tin oxide, opaque glaze, upon ' which blue or polychrome designs were
often painted. Some delft was left undecorated. Often covered with a
transparent glaze. ColQr ranges from white to pale blue. Body ranges
in color from pale pink to buff and is generally thick in form. It is commonly
produced in Great Britain and the Netherlands.
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Other tin glazed: Similar to delft in composition, but this
differs some in color range and country of origin. Most notable in this
class is French faience.
Creamware: This is a low fired earthenware of whitish clay and
covered with a transparent glaze which tends to puddle pale yellow or
green in crevices. It is characterized by a cream color and ranges from mid18th to early 19th century. Wide variety of designs include molded,
sprigged, and turned forms with painted, transfer print, and other coloring
techniques often applied. Creamware is often undecorated and tends
to be thin in cross section.
Pearlware: This is an earthenware similar in form and decoration
to Creamware, except the body is white and the glaze tends to puddle
pale blue in crevices. It dates from late 18th to early 19th century.
Whiteware: This is an improved Pearlware with a clear glaze
without the characteristic blue puddling of Pearlware. It dates early 19th
century to present.
Iberian storage jars: These are earthenware containers which are
generally unglazed but occassionally glazed on the interior. It is
a product of Iberia or Spanish America. It is generally small mouthed,
elongated globular in form with thick cross sections.
Salt Glazed Stonewares
Stonewares by their chemical and physical characteristics are
impervious to the passage of liquids and, therefore, unlike earthenwares,
need not be glazed. However, they do not present a pleasing surface.
The type of glaze normally associated with stonewares, particularly
of British origin, is formed by the introduction of salt into a very
hot furnace which volitizes and combines with the clay to form a
clear glaze. The glaze has an uneven surface similar to the surface
of an orange.
Brown: A common stoneware manufactured in Britain between the
late 17th and the late 18th centuries in numerous household forms.
It is characterized by a gray to brown to tan mottled surface.
Decoration was occassionally plain, but was usually accomplished by
incising, stamping, springs, or moldings done either separately or
in combinations. Kitchen and food handling forms predominate.
Vessels may be glazed on one or both surfaces. The body tends to
be light in color.
Blue grey: This variety of stoneware was manufactured during
the 17th and 18th centuries in Flanders and the Rhineland, and in
Britain during the second half of the 18th century. This ware, often
referred to as Westerwald or Rhineware, was made in the form of jugs,
pots, mugs, chamber pots and bowls, and is characterized by stamped
and incised decorative elements which often are colored in blue or
purple.
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Molded white: A thin white stoneware, usually of British origin,
most often dating from the 18th century. It was formed and cast in
many shapes but kitchen and table ware is most often encountered.
Often lavishly decorated with raised relief, painted or transfer print
designs which were applied singly or in combination, occasionally,
this ware is plain.
Scratch blue: A white or light colored stoneware with incised
inscriptions with stylized flowers or rouletted patterns which were
outlined or filled in with a cobalt blue color. Scratch blue articles
generally were thicker in cross section and tended to be made in
utilitarian forms, such as mugs, chamber pots and bowls.
Other Stonewares
Unglazed red: A stoneware made in Britain in the 19th century
in imitation ·of a similar type imported from China. This ware consists
almost entirely of teapots decorated with molded sprigs or engine
turned incised designs.
Feldspathic glazed: A heavy stoneware covered with a smooth
glassy glaze that ranges from clear to white to a variety of colors.
Manufacture began in the early 19th century and continued to the
present. This ware generally is American or European in origin.
Common forms include jugs, jars, cracks, bowls and other large
vessels often decorated with incising and stamping.
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Unglazed black: This is similar to unglazed red except it is black in
color and manufacture extends into the 19th century. It is used in a wider
variety of vessel forms than unglazed redware.
Alkaline glazed: This is a heavy stoneware covered with a greenishgrey glaze generally attributed to the southeastern United States. Form
and decoration is similar to Feldspathic glazed stonewares.
Ironstone: This is a stoneware similar in form and decoration to White
earthenware, but tends to be heavier and thicker in cross section.
It dates from the early 19th century to present.
Miscellaneous
Porcelain decorated: Porcelain is a ·high-fired white to pale
grey bodied ceramic that is slightly translucent when held to a light.
It can be distinguished by its high gloss glaze fused to the body.
Porcelains were imported from China in quantity as early as the 16th
century and later from Japan. It is likely to be found in early
Spanish sites as well as in British sites after the mid 17th century.
It is especially common after the mid 18th century.
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Porcelains are characterized by two types of decorative techniques:
blue unglazed painting and polychrome enamelling--sometimes used together
on the same vessel after 1700. Because porcelain was a fine
serving ware, .and ~as particularly associated with the practice of
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social tea drinking, vessel forms consist of thin walled teacups,
saucers, tea bowls, teapots and other tableware.
Porcelain undecorated: This category is intended to include
plain white vessels and sherds as well as other undecorated forms.
Most undecorated porcelain is later than decorated wares and may be
both European and Oriental in origin. In addition to tablewares, this
ware may include figurines, toys, tiles, sinks and other lavatory
items, and other utilitarian products.
Colono-ware: Colono-ware is an unglazed, low-fired earthenware
most commonly found on Colonial period historic sites. Ethnographic
and archeological evidence indicates that these ceramics were being
produced by historic Indian groups as a trade ware, as well as by
African slaves and their descendents as a utilitarian ware at historic
plantation sites. Surface treatment of the ware ranges " from smoothed
to burnished. The paste is generally micaceous and temper ranges from
shell to fiber to sand. Untempered colono-ware has been recovered,
also. Physically this ware is very similar to undecorated Mississippian
ceramics found throughout the Southeast. Therefore, the major distinguishing
characteristics are form and context. Small bowls and jar forms which
often have handles and/or foot rings are basic Colono-ware vessel
shapes. These are often imitations of European forms. Because of its
similarity to Mississippian ceramics, the identification of Colonoware has been dependent upon association with Colonial Period European
ceramics.
2.
Other Artifacts: For the most part, these artifact types are
self explanatory. However, some distinctions need to be made concerning
bottle glass. Molded refers to bottles that have mold seams present,
usually perpendicular to the base, while unmolded or free blown glass
bottles show no indication of seams. The other distinction is between
dark and light. This refers to the color density of the glass,
usually green. Dark green bottle glass tends to be almost opaque or
black, while light green bottle glass is definitely translucent.
Modern glass usually "is clear, aqua tinted or sun colored purple.
Milk glass is, in some cases, externally similar to some porcelains.
However, in cross section milk glass is entirely glass and tends to be
white, although there are several other colors (e.g. milky light
green and light blue).
I.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

The National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) is a list of
properties "significant in American history, architecture, archeology
and culture." An archeological or historical site may be considered
significant if it has "yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in p~ehistory or history." Ordinarily, sites, properties,
or buildings that have achieved significance within the last 50 years
are not considered eligible for nomination to the NRHP, but exceptions
can be made in special circumstances.
Nominations are made on a standard form which requires the
property's name, location, some categorical information, the name(s)
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of the owner(s), the location of the legal description, the representation in existing surveys, a detailed description, a statement
of significance, bibliographic references, geographical data, and
recent photographs of the property. The statement of significance is
perhaps the most important part of the form, and professional expertise
is necessary for an evaluation of significance, whether architectural,
historical, or archeological. Those not familiar with the process
of nomination should consult one or all of the references listed below.
Briefly, a nomination must be approved by the State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) before it is forwarded for c'o nsideration
at the Federal level. In South Carolina this review function is provided
by the Department of Archives and History.
Mr. Charles Lee, Director
of Archives and History, is the South Carolina SHPO.
In filling out the "Management" section of the Site Inventory
Record, archeological sites are potentially eligible if they "have
yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory
or history." Eligibility obviously has much to do with the state of
knowledge about a particular kind of cultural resource in a given area.
Although extensive or deeply stratified sites are often considered '
important, a small, sh~llow, ephemerally occupied site may be highly
significant if it is of a type important to regional or local research
questions. Under "Management Information" one should address the question
of significance as explicitly as possible in questions 1-5. In question
6, impacts may be direct (e.g., construction activities, erosion) or
indirect (e.g., increased possibility of vandalism due to increased
accessibility to a site). Question 7 refers to mitigating (lessening,
softening) the adverse effect of some activity threatening the site.
Among the activities included under the topic "mitigation" are protection,
preservation, avoidance, and controlled scientific excavation. Questions
8-15 are self-explanatory.

J. GENERAL REMARKS
This space is for any remarks not covered by categories above. Note
especially who visited the site and when to provide data for filling in
this Inventory Record. Also note anyone who has , visited the site (even
if only vaguely known) and their extent or any excavations, including
project name and principal investigator. Further, any unusual features
or events associated with the site and not covered in a specific category
should be noted •

•
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K. SITE MAP
Indicate the scale used and specify the measurement system (metric .
or English). Note the north arrow points to the top of the page, please
orient all sketch maps accordingly. Use the key to indicate
features on the map, e.g •
•

Burial

Midden

o

Road

::;:::::::;:::: S t r eam

Hearth

-x-x- Fence

_200-

Contour

Do not hesitate to write identifying words on the map as well as symbols,
e.g.
[] H.G. Barnes house, or
~ Burial mound.
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APPENDIX I
FIELD CONSERVATION METHODS
by
Katherine Singley
Introduction
As soon as an artifact is removed from its burial environment, it
is subjected to certain physical and chemical changes. Poor handling of
artifacts in the field can result in their damage even before they are
studied and conserved. Indeed, the lack of trained archeological conservators in the United States means that artifacts may wait years for
treatment. More responsibility needs to be taken by archeologists to
safeguard their finds during and after excavation projects. First,
artifacts need to be clearly labelled or marked. Second, and equally as
important, adequate funds must be written into budgets for good quality
and suitable packing materials. Third and finally, time and care must be
provided by the excavators in packing up their artifacts.
The following discussion provides some advice concerning the handling
of artifacts in the field and their temporary storage after excavation.
Much of the advice is common sense. Sources for materials and supplies
marked with asterisks are provided at the end.

Marking, Bagging, and Boxing
General advice
Although every archeologist has his own way of recording artifacts,
certain methods in marking, bagging, and boxing can be suggested in
order to minimize confusion.
If artifacts are given temporary identification in the field, it is
advisable to use a dual marking system--a notation on a bag as well as a
duplicate tag or card inside. Waterproof magic marker or ink should be
used. Also, waterproof plastic paper* may be useful in damp conditions.
If the artifacts are actually marked, the field or catalog number
in India Ink should be applied on 2 thin coats of a reversible resin
(PVA-AYAt* or Acryloid B72*) used to seal the surface of the artifact.
Another coat of resin is then applied over the letters or numbers for
protection. It is unadvisable to mark directly on any potentially
unstable surface that is flaky, or heavily encrusted with dirt or corrosion.
In these cases, tags (price tags available in stationery stores) would
be better. Pottery sherds should not be marked along the edges or on
decorated surfaces.
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Artifacts should be thoroughly dry before bagging. If good quality,
paper bags may be used (except for lead and pewter, see "Metals" below).
Double bagging is recommended for added strength. If plastic bags are
used, care must be taken not to trap moisture inside. "Zip-lock" bags
are especially dangerous for this reason. Smaller, more fragile artifacts
like worked bone, glass, or buckles are better stored in hinged clear
plastic boxes* with labels. Acid-free tissue paper* should be used as
padding directly around the find. Cotton wool should be avoided as a
packing material, because it catches easily on rough edges. Newspaper,
so strongly acidic, should not be used in direct contact with artifacts.
Additionally, a cheaper alternative to individual boxing is to
staple small plastic bags (2"x2") containing fragments of glass or
porcelain to index cards which can be boxed together in plastic sandwich
container with a lid. Pharmaceutical vials are also useful but any
empty space should be packed with acid-free tissue paper.*
If large quantities of recovered artifacts are to be left as part
of the State's collection, it is the responsibility of the archeologist
to see that the shallower storage boxes comparable to those employed at
the Institute are used for packing. These boxes are available from
Dillard Paper Co. in Columbia, South Carolina. * These boxes should be
able to be carried by one (weak) person, as they do have limits in load.
Packing material like newspaper or plastic p-nuts* in stapled plastic
bags should be used to fill in holes and minimize shifting. The weight
should be evenly distributed. If sturdier cartons like liquor boxes are
used, heavier artifacts like lithics, ceramics, and iron should be
placed on the bottom. Finally, the exterior of the box should be clearly
marked to give contents and any special instructions (Fig. 13).
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Metals
Most metal artifacts recovered in South Carolina may be removed
directly from the ground. Metal artifacts should not be washed; if
superficial cleaning is attempted, it should only be to brush off loose
adhering dirt. No removal of corrosion by chisel, pick, or wire brush
should be tried.
Corroded artifacts should be thoroughly dry before bagging. This
is especially true if plastic bags are used for storage, because moisture
will be trapped and further corrosion stimulated. For this reason
plastic bags should be used for storing metals only in conjunction with
indicating silica gel.* Indicating silica gel is an absorptive silica
which changes color from blue to pink as moisture is removed from the
surroundings. Pink indicates the silica gel's exhaustion, but the
dessicant can be renewed by heating it in a domestic oven at 350°F.
until the deep blue color returns. The silica gel must not come in
contact with the artifact's surface. Most important: artifacts stored
with silica gel must be inspected monthly and the dessicant rejuvenated
as necessary.
Fine or delicate metal artifacts may be packed individually in
plastic boxes or as grouped on index cards as mentioned above. However,
a small perforated plastic bag of silica ge1* should be used as a dessicant
in each container.
A larger storage container for metals may be made from a covered
polyethylene utility bucket (often available cheaply from Hardee's or
MCDonald's). The cover should be tight fitting. Silica gel is placed
in a muslin sleeve that slides down a drilled PVC pipe. Bagged artifacts
are laid carefully around the pipe. The sleeve system permits easy
removal of the silica gel for inspection and regeneration (Fig. 14).
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LARGER ARTIFACTS,
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TAGGED, WRAPPED IN
FLEXIBLE FOAM
SHEETING

.....

Metal artifacts packed in a plastic container with
Silica Gel.
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If plastic containers are unobtainable, metal artifacts may be
stored in cardboard boxes provided that the box is placed inside a heavy
guage plastic bag* with a perforated bag of silica gel (Fig. 15).*
HEAVY GAUGE
PLASTIC BAG

STYROFOAM
SHEETING

PLASTIC P-NUTS IN
PLASTIC BAGS

1------NEWSPAPER

PLASTIC BOXES

Figure 15:

BAGGED
ARTIFACTS

2 CUPS SILICAGEL IN
PERFORATED BAG

Metal Artifacts Packed in a Cardboard
Box With Silica Gel.

It is very important that all containers holding metals be stored
in areas that are as dryas possible.
Finally, archeologists should be made aware of three special considerations
for metals:
Outbreaks of active corrosion on iron take the form of a
shiny, wet area, often pustules of ferrous chloride ("weeping
iron"). Weeping iron indicates very unstable iron which needs
the immediate attention of a conservator as well as a sealed
storage environment.
Active corrosion on copper and brass takes the form of an
electric green, soft powder (basic cupric chloride-"bronze disease").
Again, the artifact is unstable, and a dry environment and
conservation treatment are needed.
Lead and pewter should not be stored in paper bags or cardboard
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boxes as the organic acids emitted from paper will attack the
lead. Plastic bags and boxes* padded with acid-free tissue* are
recommended instead.
Ceramics
Occasionally pottery (especially coarse prehistoric and Indian) is
so weak and friable that consolidation is necessary before the fragments
can be lifted from the ground. In general, consolidation is the exception
to the rule and should be avoided unless totally necessary.
If the fragments and surrounding soil are dry, loose dirt should be
brushed away and the surface consolidated with 10% Acryloid B72* or PVA
resin* in toluene.* If conditions are damp, an emulsion of 10% PVA in
water* should be used. Elmer's Glue, diluted 1 part glue to 3 parts
water, can serve this purpose in an emergency, but it contains a plasticizer
which may make removal difficult in time. The selected consolidant may
be dropped by pipette, sprayed, or carefully brushed on. Successive
coats of a thinner consolidant are usually more effective than one
heavier coat, but care must be taken that the consolidant does not dry
out to leave a skin between coats. Keep applying the resin until the
ceramic appears saturated. Most important: DO NOT attempt to lift the
fragments until the consolidant is TOTALLY dry.
Whole sections of pots may be removed by excavating around the pot
to leave it contained in a block. Gauze bandages are wrapped around the
block for support, and can be consolidated to the dirt if necessary.
The block is carefully sliced away and placed in a padded carton.
Excavation and cleaning can take place later in the laboratory.
It should be noted that consolidation will eliminate the possibility
of any future analysis of the ceramic, so a small fragment should be
kept separate for this purpose. The type of consolidant used in the
field should be recorded as well.
While consolidated pottery will require special cleaning, the bulk
of prehistoric and historic ceramics found in South Carolina may be
washed easily provided that some care is taken. Surfaces with burnishing
or deteriorated glaze should not be scrubbed vigorously but cleaned
carefully. Poorly fired pottery may disintegrate totally in the water
and should be cleaned by dry methods. Wash water should be changed
frequently, as accumulated grit can act like an abrasive.
Total reconstruction of pottery is best done by a trained conservator,
but if sherds are to be glued for photography and study, then an easily
reversible glue like Duco Cement should be employed. Use as little as
possible and record the brand of glue. Crazy glue, rubber cement, and
even EImers Glue should be avoided. If masking tape is used to temporarily
hold sherds during drying, care should be taken not to lift the surface
upon its removal. Joining sherds with masking tape before packing is a
temptation which must be totally avoided as damage will result from
long-term contact of the tape to the ceramic surface.
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While most ceramics can easily be processed and packed, one complication
which may arise especially in the low country is that of infestation of
the pottery by soluble salts, which can crystallize out and disrupt the
surface. If a white efflouescence of salt appears on the surface, it is
advisable to soak the pottery for about a week in daily changes of tap
water to remove as many salts as possible. Total removal of soluble
salts required deionized or distilled water and is best done in a conservation
laboratory.
Glass
Most of the bulk of historical glass (bottles, window glass) found
in South Carolina may be washed easily. However, very fine pieces, like
wine glass stems or painted glass in good condition, should be cleaned
more carefully with Q-tips using a minimum amount of water, or half
alcohol/half water. Highly deteriorated, powdery glass, or glass with
onion skinning should be cleaned dry by scalpel, pin-vice, or brush and
consolidated with 5-10% Acryloid B72 or PVA resin in toluene* as necessary.
Pieces of glass may be joined for photography and study with Duco
Cement provided that the join is not critical or load-bearing, as the
hold will not be as strong on glass as it is on more porous ceramics.
Again, temporary taping of glass should be avoided.
Large amounts of glass may be stored in plastic or paper bags; ziplock bags are not to be used because of the danger of trapping moisture.
Finer fragments should be stored individually on index cards or packed
in layers in plastic boxes* padded with acid-free tissue*. If glass is
packed with heavier artifacts in the same box, care must be taken to
cushion and isolate the glass in case of shifting. Boxes containing
glass should be kept as dryas possible.
If glass is found in a damp environment, a small fragment should be
allowed to dry. If there are no apparent changes like clouding, cracking,
or a rainbow effect, the rest of the glass can be dried carefully.
Otherwise, the glass should be stored damp and the advice of a conservator
sought immediately.
Bone
Because of the likelihood of its weakened condition in both acidic
and basic soils, bone may have to be consolidated before lifting. Again,
consolidation should be carried out only if the bone cannot carry its
own weight. After it is cleaned by brush and dental picks, consolidation
can be carried out as described in the section on ceramics, although a
thinner solution of either resin or emulsion (5-10%) is advisable.
Following consolidation and drying, the bone may be removed directly or
in block sections. If future analysis may be repaired, some samples
that are not consolidated should be kept separate.
Only bone in good condition should be washed using a m1n1mum
amount of scrubbing and exposure to water. More friable or delicate
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pieces should be cleaned dry by scalpel or pick, perhaps using a 50/50
mix of alcohol* and water applied in swabs to loosen dirt. The bone can
be consolidated as cleaning proceeds with a 5-10% solution of resin* or
emulsion. *
Sections of bone should be packed carefully in cardboard or plastic
boxes, using padding of acid-free tissue* or foam sheeting.* No bone
should be packed in plastic bags unless thoroughly dry, as mildew and
mold will grow.
If the bone is found in totally waterlogged conditions, it should
not be allowed to dry out, but should be stored wet (see sections on
leather and wood).
Leather
Leather is best preserved when little attack by microorganisms has
occurred; acid waterlogged conditions with their anaerobic environments
are most conducive to preservation. Leather has been found in rivers,
swamps, privies;' and wells.
Once excavated, damp or waterlogged leather should be kept wet
continuously. If allowed to dry, the leather will irreversibly harden
and curl. Leather should be submerged in water in a closed container
(plastic shoe or sandwich container). Smaller pieces may be stored in
zip-lock bags with some added water but these too should be stored in
secondary covered plastic containers. A fungicide will be needed, and
for this purpose a vigorous application of Lysol spray on the leather
before storing will help, but may need to be repeated. Storage containers
and bags should have a dual label system using waterproof paper* inside
and out.
It is unadvisable to use neetsfoot, cedarwood, or linseed oil for
storing leather.
Dry leather should be handled carefully and packed on layers of
acid-free* tissue.
Wood
As with leather, wood is usually best preserved in anaerobic waterlogged environments. Wood will also suffer irreversible damage if
allowed to dry out, even if for a few minutes. Exposed wood must be
covered with a wet blanket, or hosed repeatedly during in situ drawing
and photography.
Small, fragile pieces of wood may be packed in individual zip-lock
bags with a little water that are placed in a covered plastic container
with more water. Larger pieces should be wrapped in three layers of
polyethylene bags or sheeting that are sealed.
If the wood cannot support its own weight, a board should be used
as a secondary support. The wood is wrapped in foam sheeting, followed
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by a layer of heavy plastic sheeting, and tied down to the support (Fig.
16). Care must be taken not to cut into the cheesy wood with the ropes.

PLASTIC

Figure 16:

Support System for Wood.

All these temporary storage systems will require a generous application
of Lysol spray to the wood surface before wrapping. The spray should be
repeated as necessary. A dual system of waterproof labels* is advised.
For prolonged storage of larger wood pieces, covered tanks are
preferable to plastic bags and sheeting.
The advice of a professional conservator should be sought immediately.
Stone and brick
Most cryptocrystalline or tightly pored stone (i.e. lithics) will
need very little attention after washing. Care, however, should be
exercised in packing so that edges will not be abraded. Points should
be placed with a label in a small plastic bag* which is then attached
(staple, paperclip) to a secondary support like an index card.
Other more porous stone, including brick, may be subject to salt
infestation in saline conditions and should be examined for efflourescence
(see section on ceramics) before packing. Chemical cleaning, stain
removal, etc. can be complicated on stone and should be carried out by a
conservator.
Shell
If shell must be cleaned for publication or study, great care must
be exercised. If acid is used to remove calcareous deposits, a 3-5%
solution of nitric or hydrochloric* can be applied locally by pipette or
brush to loosen the encrustation, which is mechanically removed by pick
and scalpel as much as possible. A neutralizing rinse in baking soda
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and water should follow, plus prolonged rinsing in tap water (3-5 hours),
and a final rinse in distilled water overnight. Care must be exercised
in handling acids and safety equipment (goggles, gloves, etc.) must be
used.
When the shell is totally dry, a 5-10% solution of Acryloid B72 or
PVA in Toluene* may be applied by brush to consolidate powdery or flaky
areas.
The major damage to shell is mechanical abrasion and crushing in
packing. It is essential that shell be packed so that shifting is
minimized.

Supplies and Suppliers

.

The following is a partial list of suppliers of materials mentioned
above. It is not intended as an endorsement of the products or of the
distributors. The following are available from the Dillard Paper Company
in Columbia as well as other local distributors: cardboard boxes (including
the Institute's standard storage box); plastic bags, plastic sheeting,
plasti'c (polystyrene) p-nuts, zip-lock bags, flexible polystyrene foam
sheeting. Consult the Yellow Pages under "Packing Materials," "Bags,"
and "Boxes." Some distributors may fabricate bags and boxes to specifications;
others may require a minimum order. Selection and prices will vary •
Various sizes of small plastic bags can be 2-4 mils thick, but a thickness
of at least 8 mls will be needed for storing metals or wrapping wet
wood. Boxes should be of several sizes and modular to fit within each
other.
Hinged clear plastic boxes are available in various sizes from:
Ward's
Company Headquarters
P. O. Box 1712
Rochester, N.Y. 14603
Acid-free tissue paper in sheets and rolls is available from:
University Products
P. O. Box 101
Holyoke, Mass. 01040
TALAS
104 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

10011

Plastic paper (Nalgene); silical gel (indicating, 6-16 mesh); toluene
(laboratory grade); acetone (laboratory grade); ethyl alcohol (laboratory
grade); nitric and hydrochloric acids are available from:
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Fisher Scientific Company
2775 Pacific Drive
Norcross, Ga.
Arthur A. Thomas
Vine Street at Third
Philadelphia, Pa 19105
Acryloid B-72 (ethyl methacrylate copolymer); PVA-AYAT (polyvinyl acetate);
CM Bond M-3 (polyvinyl acetate emulsion) are available from:
Conservation Materials, Ltd.
340 Freeport Blvd.
Box 2884
Sparks, Nevada 89431
Polyvinyl acetate emulsion will come prepared and can be thinned
with water to a desired consistency. It may be removed later with
alcohol. Both Acryloid B-72 and PVA-AYAT resins come as beads and are
prepared as solutions in acetone or toluene. The percentage of solution
is a ratio of weight to volume as expressed by grams per litre. A 10%
solution, for example, is 10 grams in 100 mls of solvent; a 15% solution
is 15 grams in 100 mls. Wrapping the beads in cheesecloth and suspending
the bundle in a jar of solvent will hasten dissolution of the resin and
make preparation easier.
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